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Absıract _ In this study, lhe aim is lo eyıluate the seryices of home and ffice moving industry and to

determine ıhe quality viriables from ıhe persPectiye of seııice proıiders and cuslomers. In the study, afier

the literoture riview, ıhe process of homi oni o5"" moüng seııice distribution Syslem was analyzed. With

lhe actars in the process, a qualitatiye research technique namely focus group was conducled rınd seryice

quality variables were deteımined. Home and office moving industry service proıiders, public. and privale

insııirions, personnel from trqnsparıation compaııies ü7nd repreSenıaliyes of customers joined ıhe sıuğ. The

questioı,ıs reiaıed to hi-e and ofice moving service qualiıy variables were asked ıo lhe members of the focus
group. The results showed thİİ nain detİrminanıs of quatily in home and ffice moving industry can be

|arc-gorizecl as vehicles, equipments, packağng materials, personnel and reliability on ıhe moying compqny.

Mai71 contribution of ıhis;idy is thi analysis of ıhe home and ffice moving industry and delermination of
the Seruice quality factars.

QUALITY VARIABLES tN HOUSE AND OFFICE MOVING INDUSTRY:
A STUDY IN TERMS OF SERVICE PROVIDERS AND

CUSTOMER PERCEPTION

Asst,Prof.Dr. İsmail Bilge Çetinl , Prof. Dr. A. Güldem CENt'
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INTRODUCTION

Home moving has been performed by the people since years. ln most cases, moving represents an

exciting time in a= person's ıife. For teenagers going to college or university, moving meaıs newfoıınd

indepeİdence. For newllıveds moving into their first flat, this means the start of a brand-new life together.

Faıırİlies moving into a dream home represent growth. For careeı-driven people who are relocated to a

different place i pu.t of u plomotion, moving signifies success. In circumstaıces such as these, moving is

always sei., as a hippy event. In other circumstarüces home moving can create headache Il].
Ilome moving are not just about packing for the moving. In order to get house moving done, you have to

sort out all your b'elongings and cateğorize which ones you will take with you to your new home, which ones

you will tfu;w u*uy -o *hi"ı, ones you will put into stolage. Not only that, you would also need to make aı
inv"ntory ofyour belongings and then pack thJm in crates and boxes with the hope that nothing would be lost,

broken or misplaced Il].
Today insiead oi ha,ring the home moved by the people themselves, more and more house or office

moving companies give house arıd office moving service in order to facilitate the life of PeoPle. Although

they gİve ttıe İimiıar types of services, quality of services differs. Since the qualiş is aı essential competitive

element, the concern for quality in house aıd office moving industry is evident,

Since the eighties, service quality has been one of üe most importaıt issues in marketing literatule aİd is

considered as a vital element in management strategies in order to succeed and/or to outlive in competitive

environments [2]. The pressure of competition in most industries has forced managers to look for ways to

enhance their iompetitive position. Many have decided to improve service qualiğ in order to differentiate

their services from those oftheir competitors [3].
The focus of üis paper is to determine the service qua.lity variables in order to measure the service quality

in the home and officİ moving industry. Many business orgaıizations have felt the critical need to use a tool

for evaluating service quality in order to appropriately assess and improve their service Performance. After the

review of üe-literafuıe, a study that measures service qualiŞ in home and office moving industry could not be
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Ieached. Therefore, it became necessaIy to develop a reliab]e and valid instrument to evaluate the service
quality in home and oifice moving industry.

SERVICE QUALITY
Service quality is considered an essential strategy for success and survival in today's coıılıetitive

envirorrrnent. However, unlike goods quality, which can be measured with some objectiviş, service quality is
abstract and elusive. The unique feafures of services such as insepaıability of production and consurnption,
intaıgibili§ and heterogeneity mate measufement ofquality a very complex issue. In the absence ofotjective
measures, firms must rely on consumers' perception of seıvice quality to identifu their stengths iüıd /or
weaknesses, and design appropriate strategies [3] . The complex feature and the importance of service quality
attracted the attention of resea_rchers and practitioners all over the world [4] arıd they have increısingly
focused üeir attention on customer service and how to improve the quality of extemal seryice enc(,unters
between the contact employee and extemal customer. While some researchers wele interested in the physical
surrouıdings that implove service encounters, Parasuraman et al. [5]-[6] focused on minimization of
organizational "gaps" that affect customer satisfaction_ However, inteınal scrvice quality is equally important
because an organization's abiJity to meet the needs of externa| custolners relies on eııployees' iı,ıtcrnal
capabilities to satis§, the needs of internal customers.

While the literature on service quality is reviewed, it is seen üat two schools of thought dominate the
extant thinking. One is 1he Nordic school of thought based on Glönröos's two-dimentional model. And the
othcı iS the North American school of thought based on Parasuraman et al's five dimensional SERQIJVAI.
model. Refeıence [4] indicates üat other significant concepfual and empirical works (models) in the alea
service quality can be encompassed as follows: (l) customer's experiences with the tangibles, rclia,bility,
responsiveness, €tssulance, and empathy aspects of services delivered by a firm [5l; (2) techıical and
functional quality [7] ; (3) service product, service environment, and service delivery [8]; and (4) interaction
quality, physical environment quality, and outcome quality [9]. All these four models share a common fe ature:
They propose a multidin,ıensional service qualiŞ concepfualiztion that it is intıerently linked lo the
measuIement of consumer quality perceptions. Therefore, service quali§ models offer a framewoık for
understanding what service quality is, as well as how to measuıe service quali§ in each proposed
conceptualization [10]. The service quality models can also be categorized in tfuee distinct groups, shııwing
the limitations ofeach conceptualization: (1) Multidimensional reflective model such as RSQS_ Retail S:rvice
Quality Scale (Dabholkar, Thorpe and Rentz's Model). (2) Multidimensional formative models such as GM
(Grönroos' Model), ROM (Rust and Oliver Model), SERVQUAL (Parasuraman, Zeitham| and B:rry's
model) and SERVPERF(Cronin and Taylor's Model). (3) Multidimensional formative,reflective mode] such
as BCM (Brady and Cronin's multidimensional and hierarchical Model) [10].

In the literafure, it is seen üat many studies has been performed in different industries regarding st:rvice
quality. However, there ale very limited studies in logistics and no sfudy has been encountered on st:rvice
quality in home and office moving indusğ. Some of the studies in the literafuIe related to service qualiıy are
as follows: Measuring service quality in the hotel industry [11]-[12]_t13]-tl4]-t15]-tl6], in banking [11'], in
transport service [10], in retail industry [18] - [19], in automobile repair and maintenance industry [2ı)], in
airline service |2l]-t22J-t23], in shipping [24], in e-business [25] , in restaurants [26] , in railways [27], in
health care services [28]-[29]- t30]-t31], in travel agency industry [32] , in telephone service quality [33].

THEORIES AND STUDIES ON HOUSE MOVING INDUSTRY

Although no direct study has been confronted regaıding service qualiğ in home and office mcıving
industry, thele aIe some studies on home moving. The topic ofhome and office moving is discussed iı the
literature as "house moving" and this topic has been lormulated as 'residential mobility' and has becn
examined fıom more psychological, economic and policy oriented perspectives. The sfudies in this area have
tended to use more quantitative methods in order to examine the causes and effects of such mobility.
Moreover, they have tended to conceive residential mobility as a problem, as opposed to the norm of a s,_able
home, where mobility was intimately tied to poverty, inadequate housing and ill-health, as well as famil1 aıd
community breakdown[34]. This pathologisation of mobility was only tempered by Rossi's pioneering study
which argued that ıesidential mobili§ was in fact normal and could be seen as an effect of transitions iıı üe
family life-cycle. The early theory on housing mobility is the so-called "Jife oycle model" . According to this
model, frequency of mobility will increase in corınection with changes in life stages, e.g. finishing educaiion,
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marriage, divorce, new job, retirement, children leaving home, death of spouse, or infirmity. Furüer Sfudies

confirm that the propensity to consider moving and acfually to move is higher al such times [34]. Another

theory on housing mobility is the so-cal]ed "stress threshold modcl" first devcloped by Wolpert [35]-[36] and

later developed furüer by Brown and More [37], Speare [38] and Fokkem4 Gierveld and Nijkamp [39].

Wolpert assumes that a <lecision on moving is a lunctjon ofwhat hc calls the location's utiIity to the person in

question. The location is not just the dwelling, but also the physical surroundings and the social environment.

Ifthe utility of a location is high, there is no reason to move, even though the utility of arıother location might

be higher. If utility decreases for some reason, the person will feel a certain stress. However, only if üis
feeling of stress is sufficiently high and exceeds a certain tfueshold, will the person consider moving [34].

Brown and More suggest üat there aıe two steps: first, to consider movİng aıd, secondly, the decİsion as to

where to move.
Beside the theoıies explaining why people move their house, following studies have looked at üe topics

from similar perspective. Some ofthe Studies encountered related to house moving aıe as follows: The reasons

of older people's decision on moving their house [4O] . The psychiatric symptoms of moving house on

children [41] . The childeren's undelstanding of moving house aıd homelesness expcrience [42l _ Home

moving and childeren's homlessness experience [43]. The health complaints and annoyance after moving into

a new office building [44] . The intenelation ofcongestion and residential moving behavior [45]. The family
moving home and social shatification [46] .

All previous theories and sfudies deal with the reasons and the results of house moving. However, no

accessible sfudy has dealt with the house aı-ıd office moving industry from the service quali§ perspective of
1ogistics service providers.

Logistics Services in House and Office Moving Industry

Home and office moving services are not different fiom the logistics services arıd quite similar activities
are carried out. The services given in house and office moving industry can be categorized as follows:

tlansportation (both iİtracity and intercity transportation), transportation insuraııce, expertise (supervising),

packİng, wrapping aıd stretching, elevator services, loading, unloading, stuffing into the truck, assembly and

disassembly, warehousing and storage, supplying garment rails for clothing, supplying cartons and packaging

materials aıd tracking systems.
As it is seen at Figure 1, the process of moving the home and office is not different ftom the logistics

proces5es. It starts with the order of üe customers and it is completed by reaching the cargo to its destination.

between these two points a series of logistical activity carried out by the service providers aıd majoriŞ of
these activities are the same as logistics activites.

Authorized Parties Deat With Home and House Moving Activiti€s

The rapid developments of transport and developments in economic, commercial and social life in Turkey
cause home and office moving industry to have a strongeı legal infrastructure. Consequently, Road Traısport
Act Numbered 4925 was accepted and has come in to force by Sublime Parliament in order to correct the

irregularities in the industry and to order the industry in line with the needs of economic, technical,

commercial and social life [47].
According to the article no. 6 of Road Transport Act Numbered 4925, the only auüorized party who can

carry out the home office moving activities in Turkey is the parties who have K3 certificate. In order to

obtaining the K3 certificates, parties have to fulfill the general conditions stated in üe Article l2 aıd special

conditions stated in Article 13 of Road Transport Act Numbered 4925. According to Article 13, the party

apply for üe K3 certificate has to have the vehicles which have the total carrying capacity of at least 30 tons

and the equity capital of 5,000 Turkish Liras. According to Article 80 of the regulation, üe par§ who applies

for the K3 certificate for intracity home arıd office moving activities has to pay TL 6,47l for the certificates.
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Determining üe nateria]s and
equipmcnts needed aıd truck
capacity used

By considering the all co|it
items determining the pri,:e

FIGL,RE, 1

The Process of Home and Office Movins Activities

METHODOLOGY
The main aim of this study is to evaluate the services of home and office moving industry :nd to

determine the quality vaıiables from the perspective ofservice providers and customels. A qualitative study
is aimed and the methodology used is focus g,oup discussion. A focus group is a distinctive type ofgroup in
terms of purpose, size, composition and pıocedures. Participarıts who do not exceed 10-12 in numb:r are
selected because they possess certain chaİacteristics in common that relate to the topic or theme lıf the
research. Focus group interviews, originating in maıketing ıesearch, were developed in üe l930s. Diflering
from the traditional information gatheing techniques, focus group discussion is a qualitative methodology
where around 10 open-ended questions are dilected towards the group of participants in an avefage cfone
hour period with the help of a modeıator to state, explain and share their experiences, attitudes and op;nions
with no influence or boundaries t48]-t49].

Figure 2 summarizes the focus group discussion ptocedures. TIre steps in the pıocedure are qui;stion
dcvelopment, group composition and recruitment, interview plotocol and logistics, implementing üe focus
group discussion and data analysis [50]-[49]

Data Collection Forms and Question Contents

Two Sepa_rate forms are used for the research. The fiIst one aims to collect information oı the
demographic profile of the participants and the second one is the moderator's discussioı,ı guide with blanks
under each question to record key ideas. The foım searching the demographic profile of the panici])ants
covers questions on the gcnder, age, occupation, educatjon, etc. The moderator's discussion guide useJ for
this research is given in Appendix 1. When dcveloping the questions, both Parasuraman et al's five
dimensional SERQUVAL model arıd four marketing mix elements which is product, price, place, promı)tion
were taken into account. The questions included variabIes related to the home arıd office moving industry.

Booking üe
customer's requcsts

Insuring
the items

Disassembiing the fumitures,
packeging, stretching and
straping üe itcms

Negotiation \ı,iü ı]re

cürstomer aİd signing the
movcmcnt contract

Storing üe items in
the ş,alehouse if
demaıdedI-oading the itcms in1o the

1İuck by using elevators and
securiıg them iı üe tuck

Transporling üe items to
the destination
(ıı,arehouse or new house)

Discharging rhe items
flom the truck at new
house

83

Cus1()mel's
application to the
company

Sending a surveyor to
lhe custonrcr's house

Unpacking thc bııxes,cases
and asseııbling iı,ıd
placing them in tJıeir place
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Question DeYelopment
. opening Qutstion
. Intİoductory Questions
. Transition Questions
. Key Questions
. Ending Questions
. summary

Group Composition and
RecruitmeDt

Interview protocol and
Logi§tics

Implementing the Focus
Group Discussion

Focus group discussion procedures

Group Composition and Recruitment

The focus group is composed of 9 people. People directly related with home and office moving industry

such as service providers, customers aıd people from the Chamber of Truck Drivers which is the member of
Izrrıir Chamber of Tradesman and Craftsman were included into the group. The profiles ofthe respondents are

given in Table 1.

FIGURE 2

TABLE 1

profile of the Focus Partici arıts

Age
20-35
3 6-45
46-over

4
2
3

Occupation
public sector
private sector
Entlepreneur

2

1

Education
Primary School
High School
Undergraduate

4
3

2

Gender
Male
Female

9

Dat, AnA]vsis

The participants were selected in a differentiated way to repİesent the qualifications appropriate for the

objectivjs of the study. ]n addition to these qualifications the probable activity level for the focrrs group
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discussion was also taken into account. In Table 2 the company oI ofganization of the participants are
clarified.

TABLE 2
Com oI zation ofthe paıtici ants

Participant No. Company or Organization
l Akdoğan Nakliyat (Akdoğan TıanSport)
2 İzmir Kamyoncular Odası (İzmir Chanıber of Truck Drivers)
3 Izmiı Kamyoncular Odası (Izmir Chamber of Truck Drivers)
4 Salmanoğlu Nakliyat (SelmanoğIu Traısport)
5 Dokuz Eylul University (Home moving seıvice taker)
6 Dokuz Eylul University (Home moving service taker)
7 Sihirli Home and Office Moving Company
8 Sihirli Home and Office Moving Company
9 Dünl a NaL li1 aı 1Dun5 ı Tr.ınsport.1

Interview Protocol and Logistics

The logistics of üe focus group discussion include the location and scheduling. The building ıf üe
Chamber of Truck Drivers was chosen as a place that is easy for the participaıts to find and to accesı;. The
participants were contacted l5 days before the session, the nature of the study was explained and they were
invited to the meeting at the specified day and hour. All of the participants reached the meeting place b1, their
own means. 2 assistant moderators joined the meeting to assist the moderator in handling the operatioııal or
enviforürıental conditions and Iogistics.

The ıneeting room was organized in a nanner tlıat the ınoderator's table stood in thc middle and the
assistant moderatoıs sat behind thc modeıator, and around the moderator the participants' seats were designed
in a circle. Beverages and cookies were served before the discrrssion started. Questionnaiıes and disctıssion
guides were prepared in necessary numbers beforehand. The focus group discussion was ıecorded by
videotaping and also by written notes. All the related equipment was checked before the meeting to ma]ntain
efficient operating conditions during the meeting.

Implementing the Focus Group Discussion

Before starting the discussion, the objective of the meeting was briefly explained to the participant|i and
the questionıaires related to the participants' dcnıographic profilc wcre distributed and asked to bc completed.
Afterwards the focus group discussion guide tha1 is given in Appendix 1was taken into account and t:very
question in the guide was asked to each paİticipant orally. The replies were recorded in written notes arıd by
videotaping. Thc assistant moderators took part in assisting the moderator with these operations and also
waıned the moderator by written notes where necessary. After the coınpletion of the structuıed questi()ns a
period of 15 minutes was maintained for unstructured discussion among the participants and this discui,sion
were aIso recorded. Completion of the participants' questionnaires, the discussion guide and the unstructured
discussion period Iasted in a total of l hour aıd 45 minutes.

Data Analysis

After the discussion the moderator and the assistant moderators met to analyze the discussion briefly and
to find out the common and conflicting points reached by the participaıts. Afterwards the data coliecteıİ by
the videotapes and as written notes are transclibed, coded and analyzed. Thus the modelator have identified
the major outcomes of ıhe discussion.

Overview of ResuIts

The sequence of the questions in üe focus group discussion guide were prepared in a manner that it was
aimed to receive the opinions of the participants on home and office moving indus§, particularly, serv ices
provided by the home and office moving industry, the new developments in the industry, economic, social and
enviıonmental effects of the industry, the adequacy of regulations, factors effecting the determination of the
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quality ofServices, the adequacy ofwarehouses, truÇks and equiPments, the competency ofthe work force, the

traıSportation insurance and transportation costs etc. In this manner the initial u€stions were directly

Ielated to what services are provided by home and office moving companies and what services are received by

the customers.
Home and office moving consists of a series of processes. The initial point of the process is that the

customer calls the carrier. Upon receipt of this call, the carrier sends and surveyor free of chaıge to address of
the customer, considering üe feature of the demaıd. The surveyor calTies out a detailed investigation on such

aspects regaıding the carriage as the quantity of the items to be canied, the amount of the packaging materials

to be used (e.g. crafts, barrels, hanging wardrobes, etc.), the plan to be designed on how to caıry the items, and

the freight to be charged for the carriage. Following the completion of the contract, the transport staff detach

the items to be moved, package them within the new packaging materials in as hygienic manner as possible,

stretch, place üem in the wardıobes with hangers, and using the relevant elevator move them out. The items

of carriage then are loaded on the carrier to be taken to 1he destination where they are uıloaded and

reinstalled. In the meantime, üe home arıd office items are stored in warehouses designed particularly for
such items.

The primary points considered by the customers are receiving the service on time in compliance with the

agreement aıd the period agreed on, getting j ustifiably compensated for the damage made on the items carried

and on the home, being assured that no further amounts will be charged, during the shipment arıd no extra

amount will be charged for the elevator to be used.
Still anoüer point of consideration on the part of the customers is receiving proper surveying service.

They state that such carriage is to be carried out by those companies wiü K3 certificates expertised

exclusively in this field.
The second questions was related to üe most important developments/ inıovations recently introduced in

home aıd office moving industry. Participants Stated that elevators, packaging materials, expertise services,

promotion thlough intemet, employing furniture producers or carpenters within the comparıies, increase in

the quality of the packaging materials, carriers' assurance in carriage risks and enhancement of organization
skills in factory moving are the most importarıt developments in the industry.

The third questions was lelated to if home aıd office moving industry today manages the carriage and

warehousing business more effectively, when compared with the conventional one. The service providers

think that through providing surveying service free of charge, a considerable phase accomplished in favor of
providing a better and fasteı home and office moving service. The vehicles, apparahıs, arıd materials used

now are a lot more modernized. They stated that the packaging processes are now much more better, safer aıd
propeı. Another plus favoring a moıe satisfying service is introducing 1he elevatol within the system. Still
aıother factor affecting aıd improving the customer satislaction is the qualiry warehousing system, through
which the items aıe stored outdoor in the warehouses or they ale placed in certain exclusively deployed boxes
or trunks.

The fourth uestions was ıelated to the role of home and office moving industry and üe stresses

experienced by the service receivers. Professional home and office moving companies have diminished the

carriage anxiety to a gleat extent. In most cases, the service receivers aıe not involved in Üe process, they are

not required to get prepared for the carriage, üe home and the office is moved by the company as a whole and

the fumiture is replaced and reinstalled at üe destination. The experience gained arıd the equipment used have

decreased the stress on the part of the service receivers. Prior to reinstallment, in case of necessity, a house

cleaner is provided by the carrier to cleaı the house.
The fifth questions were related to economi c, social, culhıral arıd environmental effects of the industry

The participants think that the home and office moving industry provides a great deal of equipments and

materials; e.g. trucks, auxiliary parts, fuel-oils, boxes, packing materials etc., l}om many other indushies. This
is a kind of economic contribution to the relevant country. Still another contribution to the economy is the

taxes paid by this industry. Besides, the indus§ employs aıound 15 persons per each company, thus

contributes to the employment. In terms of cultural contribution, however, home and office moving industry
has not yet been popularized and favored to a satisfactory extent in Turkey. As a result of such unforhınate
and inadequate fame of the industry, certain over aged trucks with no proper certificates used in home and

office moving which consume lower quality fuel-oil cause environmental pollution.
The sixth que§lQ!§ was related to regulations and compensation of the damages related to home and

office moving industry. The participants believe that the regulations pedaining to home and office moving are
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adequate. According to 1hese regulations, these companies with K3 certificate are authorized to ca.rry out
hoılıe and office moving. Along with such conrpanies with K3 certificates. however, there ale many othel
ones having no such certificate but carrying out this job. Such compaıies aıe not unfofiunateJy inspecied to a
satisfactory extent, benefit from an unjustified competition through low quality service they provide anıJ lower
prices they offer.

Regarding the carriage contracts, carriage agreements are issued for the carriages fulfilled by the the
companies with K3 certificates. In accordance with the agıeement requirements, the cariers are respınsible
foı any damages caused. In case of having no such agreement, however, the customel has no legal rights to
claim for any compensation. Carriers meet those damages stated within the agreement clauses only.

CuStomeis are not well informed about the contents/clauses ofthe carriage agreements. UnIess the c,arriers
provide the customeıs wiü such agreement forms, no agreement is issued and in case of suffering ıny
damages, customers are wlnerable and unable to claim for any compensation. In teıms of plotecting the rights
ofthe customeıs, the Chamber of Truck Drivers have no legal power on making the caIriers compens]te the
damages caused during home and office moving.

The seventh questions was related to the fac tors determining the quality of service provided in hor-ıe and
office moving industry. The expertise service provided, the equipment used, the personıel and the elevator aıe
the seen the main determinant of quality.

The eishth questions was related to the standaıds ofwarehouses, trucks, equipments and the compı:tency
of the employees. The participants think that there has been no problem about the physical competency of the
prolessional cornpanies with K3 certificate. The trucks and the warehouses of such companies are in good
condition provided with proper equipment. Their packaging materials are quality and adequate.

According to the Road Transport Regulation Artic]e No. 17, the age ofthe trucks to be used by the new
entrants to the industry for home and office nıoving should not exceed 22. When trucks of these companies
already working in the industry reach at the age of 22, they are to pass the visa investigation procedures, if
they are to be kept in woıking at home and office moving. At present, the trucks being used in city tı ciğ
home aıd office moving are relatively young and mostly 2006-2007 model. Those working in the intracity
tlansports are arould 10-15 years old, equipped with isolated cases, which ale aS important as the trucks
themselves and are quite costly.

Professional companies working in this industry have permanently employed competent aıd
professionally specialized personnel. Throughout the whole industry present arı overall pictuıe revealinl] that
those with K3 certificate have qualified personnel.

On the other haıd, however, within this industry there have been a great number substandaıd companies
with no K3 ce ificate. The employees of such companies, with inadequate and incompetent vehicles; and
equipment, ale tempolarily employed and unqualified ones.

The 4|4th questions was related to transportation insurance and fuansportation prices. Participants state
that all customers want to be provided with insuıaıce certificates. Such cerlificates, however, are issued for
intercity transports but not foI thoSe intracity ones; the damageS caused during the latter, nevertheless, are,met
by carriers. The clauses ofthe insurance policies are not usually carefully examined by the customers. The
insurance companies compensate not all types of daııages but only those caused during carıiage whilt: the
relevant truck is on loute.

There appears an unfair competition within the industry between the compaıies owning K3 certificate
with those who do not have it. The overall profit late eamed in this industry is around 5-10 %. Those with no
K3 certificates usually tend to offer lower prices. For instance, whiIe the cost of an intracily moving caıried
out by a company with K3 certificate is about 600 TL, another company which do not have this certificate can
offer to do the same carriage for 300 TL. Such an unfair competition prevents the certificated companies Iiom
doing theirjob.

The tenth questions was ıelated to the companies which officially carry out the home and office mo.ıing
activities in Turkey. It is stated that such activities are carried out by the companies with K3 certificates in
Turkey.

The eleventh questions was related to advertisin g and promotion activities fol home arıd office moving
industry. The partiCipants indicate that the companies usually carry out their advertising activities tfuough
intemet or through certain printed brochuıes. Anoüer meaıs of advertising is done through daily paper ads
and stjckers. Still another means ııade use of in accessing the potential customers is the recomrnendation; of
the existing customers. The attifudes and performances displaced by the compaü]y personıel on job couId also
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be another source of advertisement particularly for the potential customers who observe such attifudes and

performance at work.
Receiving a trade mark within the industry is said to be rather difficult, particularly for too great number

of the compaıies included in üe indusğ. Neverüeless, most companies tend to have their trade mark marks

registered, have their own logos, receive ISO 9001 quali§
carıiages they have previously fulfilled. Such a tendency is a

Th€ twelfth questions was related to elimination of the

aıd office moving industry. The participants State that na]-row loads prevent large trucks flom entering certain

roads. Before the transport truck enters a road, the cars parked along that road are taken away. TlansPort
trucks are permitted to enter certain places at certain time periods and they are to receive special permission to

enter certaİn places. Therefore, the drivers of such trucks are to be careful about such permitted time and they

have got to receive the required permission in time. Besides, in order not 1o block the roads for a long time,

the loading/ discharging operations must be carried out rapidly. In order to do this, the elevator must be used

effectively and the items to be loaded must be pıepared for loading befoıehaıd. Furthermore, home and office

moving should not be carried out at night and at the rush hour for the residents involved.

The thirteenth uestions was related to the efforts to improve the quality and the custonıel satisfaction in

certificates and refer üeir customers to certain
step towards accomplishing trademark.
problems caused in the intracity traffic by home

o
home and office moving indus§. The participants believe that in terms of enhancing the qualitY service, the

primary factors ale using new aıd adequate truck and equipment along with quality packaging material_ Moıe
important, however, is the competency aıd reliability of üe personnel carrying out the job. It ınight be image

daııaging to appoint for such moving incompetent persoıııel who are likely to make undesirable aıd
uıacceptable impressions. Another point which causes the customers dissatisfied is the differences between

agreed price and prices asked during the loading of the truck. Some transportation companies increase the

price while loading the items by claiming that number of items is more than they expected. Also some firms

send small trucks which caİ not take all items aıd for remaining cargo another truck iS appointed and extra

money is ıequested. This is also a point which dissatisfies the customers.
[n terms of increasing customer satisfaction, reliability seems to be one of the most important criteria_

Those employees who lack work discipline and whose wearing style does not comply with the work carried

out causes a dissatisfaction on the customers. Besides, having received ISO 9001 and ]SO l8001 certificates

seem to be important in terms of improving the service quali§. Still in this regard, another important point in
improving the service the service quality is the questionnaires conducted to assess the service quality

Service Quality Determinants in Home and Office Moving Industry

By carefully analyzing the focus group study results,29 service quali§ determinants have been extracted.

These are given as follows:
. High quality hygienic packaging materials
. New and adsquate equipment
. specially designed elevators
. New vehicle and adequate vehicle capacity
. Good warehouses and storages equipped with necessary equipments
. Having K3 certificate
. Having a trade mark arıd 1ogo
. Having ISO quality certificates
ı Giving surveying / experıise service
. Insuring 1he items
. Giving tum key services
. Giving house cleaning services
. Bener. safer. proper packaging process
. planning the moving operations very caıefully from beginning to the end
. Having organizational skills in factory moving
. Reliability of the moving company
. supplying ıhe service on time
. complying with period of transportation
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o Competency ofthe personnel carrying out thejob
. Reliabilio ofthe personıel can]ing out thejob
ı The extemal appearance and clothes ofthe employees
ı Making moving contracts and complying with agreement
. compensating the damages
o Assuring that only the amounts stated in the contract will be charged
o Assuring the customer against carriage risks
. using all kind ofmedia in reaching to üe customel

" Not giving harm to the environment by consuming low quali§. fuel-oil
. Preparing questionnaires conducted to assess the service quality
o Price

CONCLUSION
Home aıd office moving activities have been carried out for years and almost every person experienced it

at least once in his,4ıer life. Although jt is seen an happy event for some people if the people move to betteı
place, it can sometimes creates headache if it can not be done properly. For avoiding the problems, it is
necessary to have the home and office moved by the companies which supply high leveİof services. In other
words, the seıvice quality ofthc company must be satisfactory. [n order 1o understand if a companies' s:rvicc
level high or not, the service quality determinants must be known and according to these determinants s3rvice
quali§ is evaluated. Although in many sector, service quality has been sfudied arıd many thoughts have been
developed like Parasuraman et al's and Grönroos, no study has been cncountered on service quali§ in homc
aıd office moving industry. In ordel to fill this gap and determine üe service quality variables, a qualitative
study nıunely focus group has been carried out by home and office moving service providers and st:rvice
takers. The study showed that the only authorized parties deals wiü home and office moving business is üe
parties which have K3 Certificates. However, besides these companies some other companies are carryirg out
the job illegally. The results reflect that this industry is in its beginning stage in Turkey aıd witl develııp by
the years. The most important paüt of the sfudy is the determinants of service quality in home and ııff'ice
moving industry. 29 variables have been extracted from the focus gloup sfudy. Some of them are: High
quality packaging mateıials, new and adequate equipment, using special elevators, Having K3 certificate,
giving expertise service, ıeliabiIity ofthe company, supplying the service on time, compelency and reliaıility
of the personneI, compensating tI,ıe damages etc. The variables stated here will be valuable for the resear,:hers
who will make similar studies.

When we looked the industry from the point of logistics, it is seen that home and office moving ind.ıstry
serves all logistical services to customels. From order booking to concluding service contract, from
transportation to warehousing, from packaging to loading / unloading and sfuifing, from insuring to dar:ıage
comPensation. Therefore, home and office ııoving industry can be seen as a logistics service proyider
industry.

In the focus group study, majority of the participants are service providers. Therefore, if the stutly is
carried out again only with service takers (customers), different variables caı be obtained. Thus, this can
enrich the study.
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